 Features

- This genuine equipment that utilizes expert know how and long-term experiences of 70MPa series is the latest auto-control hydraulic system. This equipment provides greater precision for pressure control, not only pressure control to 200MPa.

- Detailed demands like long-time precise holdings of pressure or controls which provide good response to pressure in proportion to operation time are available by simple operation with this equipment.

- Pressurization of the pump is available to perform as much as necessary whenever required, decompression of the proportional relief valve is equally available. Smaller loss of energy operation designed, also less noise and eminent durability equipped.

 Data comparison with other pumps

 Applied example

 Hot press
 Expansion and contraction caused from high temperature may affect bad influence when press operation is performed with applying heat. New Esperpack detects pressure change and provides automatically compensates—accurate control corresponds to change of use circumstance is available.